Abyei
FSL CLUSTER - PARTNERS PRESENCE MAP - as of January 2020
LIVELIHOOD SUPPORT (CO2 & CO3)
No asterisk = Partner implementing activities without FAO support
(**) = Partner implementing activities with FAO

FAO, IPCA, RAAH, RWASSA, STO**

Western Bahr el Ghazal
ASC, MI, PAH, RCO

Northern Bahr el Ghazal

UNITY
FAO, CARE**, CW**, HACO, Mc, MHA, NRC, RCDI**, VSF-G

Jonglei

Western Equatoria
FAO, IPCA, RAAH, RWASSA, STO**

CENTRAL EQUATORIA
CAFOD, IPCA, SAADO

Lakes
CINA, IRC, PCO, SSGID, VSF-G

Upper Nile
GOAL, UNKEA

Eastern Equatoria
FAO, AVSI**, GA, IRW**, RAAH
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